PARLIAMENT: LEGAL SERVICES


FROM: LEGAL ADVISER: Adv M R Vassen: LEGAL OPINION 

TO: Chairperson: Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs [Mr P Chauke]

DATE: 6 February 2009

SUBJECT: Referral of the Films and Publications Bill, 2008, by the President to the National Assembly for reconsideration

MEMORANDUM


1. I have been requested to urgently advise on the above matter.

B,ACKGROUND

2. The President, acting in terms of section 79(1) of the Constitution, referred the above Bill back to the National Assembly for reconsideration as he has reservations about the constitutionality of clause 29 of the Bill in so far as it inserts sections 24A(2), 24A(3) and 24A(4 ) in the Films and Publications Act of 1996 (the Principal Act).

3. In terms of rule 203(1) of the Joint Rules of Parliament, the Speaker referred the remitted Bill and the President's reservations to the Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs.

CLAUSE 24A(2) AND CLAUSE 24A(3)

4. Section 24A(2)(c) provides that "[a]ny person who knowingly broadcasts, distributes, exhibits in public, offers for sale or hire or advertises for exhibition, sale or hire any film, game or a publication referred to in section 16(1) of this Act which has been classified as "XX", or would. ... have been so classified had it been submitted for classification, shall be guilty of an offence and liable, upon conviction, to a fine or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years or to both a fine and such imprisonment".

5. Section 24A(3) similarly creates a prohibition, accompanied by a criminal sanction, in regard to the broadcast, distribution, etc. of any film, game or publication which, although not classified, "would have been classified as "X 18" had it been submitted for classification".

6. The President is of the view that the above provisions are inconsistent with the rule of law as "it is impermissible to subject persons to criminal prohibition and sanctions on the basis of a prohibition which is not clear, predictable, certain and ascertainable". The President is thus of the view that these provisions are not likely to pass constitutional scrutiny.

7. The above concerns were raised when the Bill was before the Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs. The Committee however agreed with representations made by members of the Films and Publications Board that imported films, games or publications which are not age appropriate and which are not submitted for classification, would be accessible to children. The Committee was of the view that removing the above provisions would weaken the objects of the Bill, which was to inter alia –

	protect children from exposure to disturbing and harmful materials; and


	to premature exposure to adult experiences.


8. While the Bill was still in the parliamentary process, Adv Jamie SC was briefed by Parliament to provide an opinion on the Films and Publications Bill. At paragraph 56 of his opinion dated 5 December 2007, Adv Jamie indicated that the above provisions would be unconstitutional as "an individual is expected ex post facto to determine a classification that would have been made by a classification committee", He thus argued that this would violate the rule of law provisions in the Constitution.

View of the Parliamentary Legal Adviser on remitted sections 24A(2), 24A( 3)

9. I agree with the concerns of the President. In terms of the doctrine of vagueness, which is a fundamental principal of our law, it is impermissible to subject persons to criminal prohibition and sanctions on the basis of a prohibition which is not clear, predictable, certain and ascertainable. In Affordable Medicines Trust v Minister of Health 2006 (3) SA 247 (CC), the Constitutional Court held at paragraph 108 that

"The doctrine of vagueness is founded on the rule of law, which, as pointed out earlier, is a foundational value of our constitutional democracy. It requires that laws must be written in a clear and accessible manner. What is required is reasonable certainty and not perfect lucidity. The doctrine of vagueness does not require absolute certainty of laws. The law must indicate with reasonable certainty to those who are bound by it what is required of them so that they may regulate their conduct accordingly."

10. Furthermore, in Dawood and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others; Shalabi and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others; Thomas and Another v Minister of Home Affairs and Others 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC) at paragraph 47, the Constitutional Court further observed

that "It is an important principle of the rule of law that rules be stated in a clear and accessible manner... if broad discretionary powers contain no express constraints, those who are affected by the exercise of the broad discretionary powers will not know what is relevant to the exercise of those powers"

11.ln my view, the words "would have been classified as "X 18" had it been submitted for classification" in section 24A(2)(c) and 24A(3) does not provide reasonable certainty and is likely to be held to be unconstitutional as it requires a member of the public to guess a probable classification at the risk of a criminal conviction.

Recommendation

12.ln my view the words "or would, ... have been so classified had it been submitted for classification must be deleted from proposed sections 24A(2)(c) and 24A(3).

CLAUSE 24A(4}

13. Proposed Section 24A(4) as contained in clause 29 of the Bill provides that -

"Any person who knowingly distributes or exhibits any film, game or publication classified 'XI8' or which contains depictions descriptions or scenes of sexual conduct to a person under the age of 18 years shall be guilty of an offence and liable, on conviction, to a fine or imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years or both a fine and such imprisonment."

14. The President is of the view that the words underlined in the above section is not rational as it is not consonant with the classification system set out in section 16(4) in that it creates an offence for the distribution or exhibition of a film, game or publication which contains depictions, descriptions or scenes of sexual conduct, to persons under the age of 18, regardless of whether the film, game or publication was classified X 18 or was classified with an age restriction lower than 18 years.

View of the Parliamentary Legal Adviser on remitted sections 24A(2}, 24A(3)

15. The proposed section imposes a criminal sanction when a person knowingly distributing any publication which "contains depictions, descriptions or scenes of sexual conduct" to a person under the age of 18 years.

16."Sexual conduct" as defined in the Principal Act read:

"(i) male genitals in a state of arousal or stimulation; (ii) the undue display of genitals or of the anal region;

(iii) masturbation;

(iv) bestiality;

(v) sexual intercourse, whether real or simulated, including anal sexual intercourse;

(vi) sexual contact involving the direct or indirect fondling or touching of the intimate parts of a body, including the breasts, with or without any object;

(vii) the penetration of a vagina or anus with any object; (viii) oral genital contact; or

(ix) oral anal contact."

17. Given the above definition, I previously expressed the view that prohibiting a publication which contains "depictions, descriptions or scenes of sexual conduct" to those under 18 would require news reports of rape or indecent assault as well as all articles on sexual intercourse, regardless whether or not it is educational, medical, scholarly, informative, artistic or literary works, not to be accessible to those under 18.

18. While it was agreed to delete the words "depictions, descriptions or scenes" and to more narrowly define "sexual conduct" in proposed section 16(2) in so far as it related to the mandatory submission of publications for pre-classification, the committee did not agree to amend similar provisions in other sections of the Bill, including proposed section 24A(2). It is consequently an offence to knowingly distribute any article on sexual intercourse, regardless whether or not it is educational, medical, scholarly, informative, artistic or literary works, to those under 18.

19.1n New National Party of South Africa v Government of the Republic of South Africa and Others 1999 (3) SA 191 (CC) at paragraph 24, the Constitutional Court held that provisions in legislation must be rationally

connected to a legitimate government purpose and that the Court will declare legislation which is not rational as unconstitutional. The Court held that if a provision is not rational, it is arbitrary and thus "is inconsistent with the rule of law which is a core value of the Constitution".

20.ln my view the section is not rational as there is no linkage between the criminal prohibition in section 24A(4) and the classification provisions contained in clause 19 of the Bill (which inserts proposed section 16 in the Principal Act. Section 24A(4) criminalizes the distribution to a person under 18 of any publication 'which contains depictions, descriptions or scenes of sexual conduct" irrespective of whether the publication has been submitted for classification and irrespective of what classification is conferred by the Board. The criminal prohibition operates even if a publication has been submitted to the classification committee and has been approved for distribution to persons under 18.

21.For the reasons above, I agree with the President that section 24A(4) is irrational and hence unconstitutional. At paragraph 57 of his opinion, Adv Jamie was of a similar view as he stated that "the nett effect of the proposed section 24A(4) is that it creates an offence in respect of depictions, descriptions and scenes which would not fall within an "X18" classification under the proposed section 16(4)(c)".

Recommendation

22.1 propose that the words "or which contains depictions, descriptions or scenes of sexual conduct" be deleted in proposed section 24A(4).

OTHER CONCERNS

23. In addition to the above, I am also of the view that proposed section 24A(2) and (3) would violate section 192 of the Constitution as it confers power on the Films and Publications Board to regulate licensed broadcasters, when such a power lies exclusively with (ICASA). The Select Committee agreed with my view and proposed that this section be amended. The Portfolio Committee however rejected the proposal as they felt it would weaken the ambit of the Bill.

24.Attached herewith, please find a copy of my legal opinion on the matter dated 18 June 20mt.

25. While the above matter is still a valid concern, in terms of rule 203(2) the committee must confine itself to the President's reservations and may not take account of any other matter. This rule may however be suspended.

PROCESS AND THE WAY FORWARD

26. In terms of rule 203(2)(a) of the Joint Rules of Parliament, the Portfolio Committee must consider and confine itself to the Presidents reservations.

27.As the reservations –

	do not relate to a procedural matter that involves the National Council of Provinces;


	the Bill is not a section 74(1), (2), or (3) Bill; and


	is it not a section 76 Bill,


the matter does not need to be sent to the NCOP for consideration.

28. ln terms of rule 203(3) if the Committee agrees with the Presidents reservations, it must present with its report, an amended version of the Bill which corrects any constitutional defect in the substance of the Bill. The Speaker must thereafter place the President's reservations, the committees report and the amended Bill on the Order Paper for decision and debate.

Adv M R Vassen Parliamentary Legal Adviser


PARLIAMENT: LEGAL SERVICES


MEMORANDUM

To: Chairperson: Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs [Mr P Chauke]

From: Adv Mukesh R Vassen Parliamentary Legal Adviser: Legal Services Office

Date: 18 June 2008

Subject: Whether the Films and Publications Board may be empowered through legislation to exercise concurrent jurisdiction on broadcasting matters with the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa

1. You requested me to urgently advise on whether it is permissible for the Films and Publication Board (the FPB) to be granted powers to co-regulate certain aspects of broadcasting together with the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA).

2. At the meeting of the Portfolio Committee on Home Affairs on 17 June 2008, the State Law Advisers stated that it would not be unconstitutional to subject broadcasters to penalties for infringing proposed sections 24A(2) and (3) in the Films and Publications Amendment Bill. The State Law Advisers indicated that there is precedent in the Competition Act of 1998 that would allow Parliament to empower the FPB to co-regulate an aspect of broadcasting together with ICASA. The State Law Advisers indicated that section 3 of the Competition Act empowers the Competition Commission to co-regulate matters relating to competition in the broadcasting sector together with ICASA.

3. For the reasons set out hereunder, I respectfully disagree with this submission. In my view to subject broadcasters to the jurisdiction of the FPB would violate section 192 of the Constitution.

Section 192 of the Constitution requires legislation to establish an independent authority to regulate broadcasting in the public interest

4. Section 192 of the Constitution stipulates that "[n]ationallegislation must establish an independent authority to regulate broadcasting in the public interest, and to ensure fairness and a diversity of views broadly representing South African society".

5. Section 2 of the Independent Communications Authority Act of 2000 (ICASA Act), provides that the object of the Act is to establish an independent authority to, inter alia, "regulate broadcasting in the public interest and to ensure fairness and a diversity of views broadly representing South African society, as required by section 192". Section 3(3) further provides that ICASA is "independent, and subject only to the Constitution and the law, and must be impartial and must perform its functions without fear, favour or prejudice". Furthermore, in terms of section 3(4), ICASA "must function without any political or commercial interference" .

6. In terms of section 5, ICASA councilors are appointed by the Minister upon written approval by the National Assembly. In terms of section 8, ICASA members may be removed from office on the grounds of, inter alia, misconduct, the inability to perform their duties efficiently, being absent from three consecutive meetings without permission or without good grounds or the refusal to sign a performance agreement. Councilors may be removed from office only on the grounds of a finding to that effect by the Assembly and the adoption of a resolution calling for that councilor's removal. In this regard, the removal of councilors is relatively similar to that of section 181 (1) bodies in that it is based on objective criteria and must be approved by the Assembly.

Constitutional jurisprudence on what constitutes "independence"

7. In In re: Certification of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (10) BCLR 1253 (CC), the Constitutional Court held that factors that may be relevant to establish independence depends "on the nature of the institution concerned [and] include provisions governing appointment, tenure and removal as well as those concerning institutional independence. Against the background of the nature of the particular institution, these factors must, when considered together, ensure independence and impartiality" (para 160).

8. While the Constitutional Court in Van Rooyen and Others v S and Others, 2002 (8) BCLR 810 (2002 (5) SA 246) (CC) essentially held that the requirements of independence is not the same for all bodies and will vary according to the nature and functions of the body, it reiterated that factors to be considered include the appointment's procedure, security of tenure, financial independence, institutional independence with respect to matters directly related to the exercise of its constitutional mandate.

9. Furthermore, in New National Party of South Africa v Government of the RSA and Others 1999 (5) BCLR 489 (CC) (hereafter the NNP judgment), Langa DP held that that independence means both financial and administrative independence (para 98). With respect to "administrative independence", Langa DP held that this implies that "there will be control over those matters directly connected with the functions which the [body] has to perform under the Constitution and the [law]" (para 99).

10.ln Independent Electoral Commission v Langeberg Municipality 2001 (3) SA 925 (CC), it was held that it is a contradiction in terms to regard an independent institution as part of government (para 27).

11.According to White, 'Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA)' in Chaskaslon et al (eds) Constitutional Law of South Africa, p 24E-5, fn 3), the above dicta generally indicates that an independent body is one which

	is outside of government;


	whose members' tenures are governed by appropriate;


	appointment and removal procedures which ensure that its members are appropriately qualified and do not serve at the pleasure of the Executive and can be removed only on objective grounds relating to job performance;


	is sufficiently well funded by Parliament to enable it to perform its functions; and


	is able to control its own functions.


Why reference to section 3 of the Competition Act is not suitable authority for allowing the FPB to co-regulate broadcasting by making broadcasters subject to proposed 24A(2) and (3)

12. Section 3 of the Competition Act provides that the Competition Commission may co-regulate competition in the broadcasting industry together with ICASA.

13. Whereas section 3 of the Competition Act relates only to competition related matters, by contrast, proposed section 24A(2) and (3) in the Films and Publications Amendment Bill directly regulates broadcasting itself in that it prohibits the broadcasting of certain materials. In my view there is a significant difference between the above sections

14. Furthermore, there is also a significant difference in the composition of the Competition Commission and the FPB as the latter may not be considered to be an independent body. Whereas section 20(1) of the Competition Act provides that the Competition Commission is independent and subject only to the Constitution and the law and must be impartial and must perform its functions without fear, favour, or prejudice, section 6 of the Films and Publication Act of 1996 provides that the members of the FPB are appointed by the Minister of Home Affairs after consultation with the Cabinet. Section 9(1) also provides that the Minister may remove a member of FPB from office on the grounds of incapacity, incompetence, misconduct or misrepresentation.

15.ln light of the above, if broadcasters were made subject to proposed 24A(2) and (3), it is likely to be inconsistent with section 192 of the Constitution.

Adv Mukesh R Vassen Parliamentary Legal Adviser

